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The Witch’s Necklace

“A cracking good story that draws you under its spell. The writing style
was very descriptive, enabling me to visualise and inhabit both
contemporary and prehistoric worlds. I wanted to know what was going
to happen so much that I found it hard to put down at night. The story left
me wanting more. I can't wait for the next instalment. I am a fan.”
Dee Nunan, Oxfordshire
“The story is gripping and I stayed up late into the night reading it.
Laurelle is a talented writer with a real gift for storytelling.”
Stephanie Hale, Writers’ Coach, Oxford
"I love any book that deals with the idea of reincarnation and this book
intrigued me. Once I had the threads of the interweaving stories I became
addicted to the players in the story and found it hard to put down. I loved
the way Seela and Shoni became to be the same person and found myself
really waiting for the next 'instalment' in each of their lives. A very good
read and I'm looking forward to next one in the series".
Christine Richmond
“Just when I thought I knew how the story might unfold, events took
another turn and I was drawn in to an intriguing web that that crossed
time. A great read that was both intriguing and haunting.”
Richard Alliston, Oxfordshire
"I was totally engrossed from beginning to end as the characters weaved
in and out of relationships in the most surprising way. Every twist and
turn in this whole new world was fascinating and I loved the breathtaking
view of people from days gone by. Having grown to know these amazing
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characters intimately, I found myself really caring about them and felt
lost when I finished reading. I can't wait for the next book."
Dr Lynda Shaw, Buckinghamshire
"This is a story which seeps into your bones and haunts you for ages
afterwards. It’s a mesmerising journey into the past from which the future
mysteriously emerges."
Janet Britton, Swindon
“The Witch’s Necklace should come with a health warning – it stopped me
from sleeping because I couldn’t put it down. Then it haunted me for
months after I’d finished reading it. I can’t wait for the next one!”
Melinda Rond-Alliston
“I was one of the first people privileged to read ‘The Witches Necklace.’ It
was one of those books I couldn’t put down and when I did, couldn’t wait
to pick it up again and find out what happened next. I enjoyed the past life
– present life connection as I do relate to that idea myself. The central
character in the book was one I could believe in and the story I found both
a compelling read at the time and very memorable afterwards. That to me
is a sign of a really good book. I think this story is different and a very
worthwhile read. I can’t wait for Laurelle’s next book as I love her unique
style and ability to get you really involved in the characters and their
journey.”
Jackie Jarvis, Wallingford
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What would you do if you were overtaken by an irrational passion for a
man the first time you met him? And how would you feel if you then started
dreaming about him in a brutal story of deceit, lust and murder that took
place four thousand years ago?
As Shoni tries to run away from her life, she finds herself following a
strange red-headed woman who looks just like her. As a result, she digs up
a strange necklace and starts to witness the Bronze Age woman’s tragic
story.
As the distinction between Shoni and the Bronze Age woman become
increasingly blurred, Shoni has to rediscover her power of Free Will as she
battles with an ancient vow that she should love the same man forever.
Meanwhile, the Bronze Age woman is becoming increasingly desperate.
Will her curse finally choke everyone that betrayed her or will Shoni finally
be able to unravel time so that she can, at last, choose her own future?
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